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Saints Be With Us Launches Angel In My Phone iPhone App
To Gift Virtual Guardian Angel
(Naperville, IL – August 20, 2014) The Angel In My Phone app has modernized the
tradition of carrying a guardian angel adorned coin, token, medal or pin with you as a
symbol of protection and faith. For $0.99 you can give a loved one a virtual angel along
with a chosen prayer from our prayer list or create your own prayer. The app provides
users with a wide selection of prayers to send and gives family and friends the ability to
recognize an important day, or an important person with a special prayer just for the
occasion or ‘just because.’ Recipients keep their angel and prayer on their mobile
device to view as often as they like.
Throughout history, angels have been a part of almost every major civilization often
being viewed as guardians. Folklore says Napoleon lost the French Angel coin he had
always carried the day before his defeat at the Battle at Waterloo in 1851, and captains
of sailing vessels seldom went to sea without an angel in their pockets. This practice
carried on through the first and second World Wars.
"Today, as in the past, we continue to see angels as a symbol of protection and faith.
Often times we give them as gifts to show loved ones that they are in our prayers. The
Angel In My Phone app was created to combine this timeless tradition with modern
technology. The Angel In My Phone serves as a reminder to all that carry it that they are
not alone," said David Buddingh, of Saints Be With Us.
The prayers or guardian angels can be sent to loved ones who are battling illnesses,
grieving the loss of a loved one, deploying for military duty, traveling, seeking
employment, moving far away, leaving for college, getting married or expecting a baby.
You can now share your prayers with those who need them most.
Saints Be With Us is a religious app development company based in the suburbs of
Chicago. Angel In My Phone is their first iPhone app. Visit
http://www.AngelInMyPhone.com/ for further information on the app.
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